Subcortical Regional Morphology Correlates With Fluid and Spatial Intelligence
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Abstract: Neuroimaging studies have revealed associations between intelligence and brain morphology. However, researchers have focused primarily on the anatomical features of the cerebral cortex, whereas subcortical structures, such as the basal ganglia (BG), have often been neglected despite extensive functional evidence on their relation with higher-order cognition. Here we performed shape analyses to understand how individual differences in BG local morphology account for variability in cognitive performance. Structural MRI was acquired in 104 young adults (45 men, 59 women, mean age = 19.83, SD = 1.64), and the outer surface of striatal structures (caudate, nucleus accumbens, and putamen), globus pallidus, and thalamus was estimated for each subject and hemisphere. Further, nine cognitive tests were used to measure fluid (Gf), crystallized (Gc), and spatial intelligence (Gv). Latent scores for these factors were computed by means of confirmatory factor analysis and regressed vertex-wise against subcortical shape (local displacements of vertex position), controlling for age, sex, and adjusted for brain size. Significant results (FDR < 5%) were found for Gf and Gv, but not Gc, for the right striatal structures and thalamus. The main results show a relative enlargement of the rostral putamen, which is functionally connected to the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and other intelligence-related prefrontal areas. Hum Brain Mapp 00:000–000, 2013. © 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Neuroimaging evidence has revealed that higher-order cognitive ability is related to brain morphology [Barbey et al., 2012, 2013; Burgaleta et al., 2012; Colom et al., 2006a,b, 2007, 2009, 2013a,b; Gläscher et al., 2010; Haier et al., 2009; Karama et al., 2009, 2011; Luders et al., 2009]. However, research has mostly focused on the anatomical features of the cerebral cortex, whereas subcortical structures, and more specifically the basal ganglia (BG), have often been neglected. There is, however, an increasing amount of brain activity and lesion studies showing that such structures play a relevant role in cognition. Importantly, many of the cognitive constructs found to be related to BG strongly predict, or are theoretically linked to, human intelligence. For instance, BG are involved in working memory [Cools et al., 2008; Landau et al., 2009; McNab and Klingberg, 2008; Vakil et al., 2004], abstract reasoning [Bellebaum et al., 2008; Monchi et al., 2004], inhibition [Li et al., 2008; Rieger et al., 2003], visuospatial processing [Williams-Gray et al., 2007], verbal and spatial memory [Abdullaev et al., 1998; Maguire et al., 1998; Moffat et al., 2007], and language processing [Abdullaev et al., 1998], among others.

From a psychometric standpoint, these cognitive constructs fit well within a three-factor model of intelligence that is widely accepted in the current cognitive neuroscience [Colom and Thompson, 2011; Colom et al., 2008, 2009, 2010; Horn, 1985]. This model considers three general factors of cognitive ability: fluid intelligence (Gf), crystallized intelligence (Gc), and visuospatial intelligence (Gv). Gf can be defined as the ability to deal with novel, complex problems, and is an excellent indicator of general intelligence [Colom et al., 2009; McGrew, 2009]. It is strongly correlated with working memory capacity, and is usually measured by means of abstract reasoning tests. Gc is the ability to apply previously acquired knowledge to culture-loaded problems, and includes language comprehension, lexical knowledge, mathematical skills, and learning of cultural facts. Finally, Gv is defined as the ability to manipulate two-dimensional and three-dimensional representations of visual stimuli in working memory [Cattell, 1987; Colom et al., 2008; Gustafsson, 1984, 1988; Horn, 1985; Hunt, 2010]. These three factors are positively correlated, although it has been shown that, to some extent, they are also differentially associated with brain morphology [Colom et al., 2009].

Nevertheless, although basal ganglia functions are likely to play a relevant role in intelligent behavior, evidence on their morphological association with cognitive abilities is sparse. To date, only a few studies have addressed the relation between BG volume and performance in intelligence-related tasks, with inconsistent results. Jernigan et al. [2001] reported a negative association between caudate nucleus volume and naming latency on a single-word reading task—a proxy for Gc. Moffat et al. [2007] showed that relative volume of the caudate nucleus (corrected for total intracranial volume) correlated positively with performance in a spatial navigation task, which is related to Gv. Finally, Andreasen et al. [1993] found no significant correlations between total caudate nucleus volume and IQ in young adults, whereas others have reported significant relationships between striatal volume and IQ in childhood [Abernethy et al., 2004; Isaacs et al., 2008]. IQ is a proxy for g, which is highly correlated with Gf [Barbey et al., 2012; Carroll, 1995; Colom et al., 2009; Gläscher et al., 2010; Gustafsson 1984; McGrew, 2009].

The inconsistent relations reported between BG volume and intelligence measures might be due to a number of reasons, such as sample heterogeneity, differences between administered tests, or measured constructs. However, global volumetry is usually not sensitive to regional morphological variability, potentially relevant for cognition. Indeed, basal ganglia segments are known to be functionally specialized [Humphries and Prescott, 2010; MacDonald et al., 2011; Voorn et al., 2004; Wikens et al., 2007], and this specialization is in part related to the function of the cortical region to which specific BG areas are differentially connected [Koziol and Budding, 2009]. Therefore, a regional analysis of BG morphology should be more informative than crude differences in total BG volume.

Here, we investigated the association between intelligence and basal ganglia morphology at the regional level by means of subcortical shape analysis [Patenau et al., 2011], a methodology that has been proved successful for characterizing anatomical peculiarities of subcortical structures in special populations, such as patients diagnosed with Alzheimer disease, schizophrenia, Parkinson’s disease, or obsessive compulsive disorders [Coscia et al., 2009; Harms et al., 2007; Kang et al., 2008; McKeown et al., 2008; Qiu et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2008]. This technique allowed us to observe local morphological variations, independent of global brain size, for the caudate nucleus, the nucleus accumbens, the globus pallidus, and the putamen. In addition, we also included the thalamus in our analyses, given that it is a main component of the cortico-striato-thalamo-cortical loop [Draganski et al., 2008; Johansen-Berg et al., 2005]. To characterize the intelligence construct, we used a previously validated battery of nine tests assessing fluid, crystallized, and visuospatial cognitive abilities [Bruner et al., 2011; Burgaleta et al., 2012; Colom et al., 2008, 2009].

Based on the available evidence regarding BG cortical connectivity patterns, as well as the neuroanatomical and functional substrates of cognitive ability, we expected to find associations between fluid intelligence and morphology of the rostral-central BG, which are connected to DLPFC and together they comprise an associative network that plays a fundamental role in working memory and higher-order cognition [Dahlin et al., 2008; Jog et al., 1999; Levy et al., 1997; Martinez et al., 2003; Postuma and Dagher, 2006]. Spatial intelligence is expected to recruit not only
prefrontally-connected areas, but also central-caudal BG segments linked to right parietal and parieto-occipital cortices, involved in spatial processing [Jordan et al., 2002; Tang et al., 2010]. Finally, crystallized intelligence should correlate with regions of the basal ganglia that play a role in learning (ventral striatum), language processing [thalamus and putamen; Preston et al., 2010], and arithmetic [left putamen and globus pallidus; Dehaene et al., 1996].

**METHOD**

**Participants**

One hundred four young adults (45 males and 59 females; mean age= 19.88, SD = 1.67) took part in this study. Participants were psychology undergraduates and received course credit for their participation. They were screened to exclude anyone with a major medical or psychiatric illness including a history of head injury and substance abuse. Written informed consent was obtained. We have previously reported other brain/intelligence results using part of this sample [Bruner et al., 2011; Burgaleta et al., 2012; Colom et al., 2009, 2013a,b; Martin-Löeches et al., 2012].

**Intelligence Measures**

Intelligence was measured by nine standardized tests tapping Horn–Cattell’s abstract-fluid (Gf), verbal-crystal-lized (Gc), and spatial intelligence (Gv) [Horn, 1985]. The choice of these specific tests and their fit to the Horn–Cattell model has been found to be successful in previous studies [Colom et al., 2008, 2009]. Examples of items for each task can be found in Figure 1.

Fluid intelligence (Gf) was measured by the Advanced Progressive Matrices Test (APM, screening version, even numbered items), the inductive reasoning subtest (R) from the Primary Mental Abilities (PMA) Battery, and the abstract reasoning (AR) subtest from the Differential Aptitude Test (DAT-5) Battery (screening version, even numbered items). The APM comprises a matrix figure with three rows and three columns with the lower right hand entry missing. Participants must choose, among eight alternatives, the one completing the 3 × 3 matrix figure. The score is the total number of correct responses. DAT-AR is a series test based on abstract figures. Each item includes four figures following a given rule, and the participant must choose one of five possible alternatives. The score is the total number of correct responses. PMA-R comprises letters’ series items. The rule(s) underlying a given sequence of letters must be extracted to select a given letter from a set of six possible alternatives. Only one alternative is correct. The score is the total number of correct responses.

Crystallized intelligence (Gc) was measured by the verbal reasoning (VR) and the numerical reasoning (NR) subtests from the DAT-5 (screening versions, even numbered items), as well as by the vocabulary (V) subtest from the PMA. DAT-VR is a verbal reasoning test. A given sentence stated like an analogy must be completed. The first and last words from the sentence are missing, so a pair of words must be selected to complete the sentence from five possible alternative pairs of words. Only one alternative is correct. The score is the total number of correct responses. DAT-NR consists of quantitative reasoning problems, and the score is the total number of correct responses. PMA-V is a synonym test. The meaning of four alternative words must be evaluated against a given word that serves as a model. Only one alternative is correct. The score is the total number of correct responses.

Spatial intelligence (Gv) was measured by the Rotation of Solid Figures test, the Mental Rotation (S) subtest from the PMA, and the Spatial Relations (SR) subtest from the DAT-5 (screening version, even numbered items). Items of the Rotation of Solid Figures test include a model figure and five alternatives that must be evaluated against it. The participant must evaluate which alternative can be rotated within a three-dimensional space to fit the model figure. Only one alternative is correct. The score is the total number of correct responses. PMA-S includes, for each item, a model figure and six alternatives that must be evaluated against it. Some alternatives are simply rotated versions of the model figure, whereas the remaining figures are mirror-imaged. Only the rotated figures must be selected. Several alternatives could be correct for each item. The score is the total number of correct responses (i.e., appropriately selected figures: simply rotated) minus the total number of incorrect responses (i.e., inappropriately selected figures: mirror imaged). DAT-SR is a mental folding test, and each item is composed by an unfolded figure and four folded alternatives. The unfolded figure is shown at the left, whereas figures at the right depict folded versions. Participants are asked to choose one folded figure matching the unfolded figure at the left. The score is the total number of correct responses.

**Measurement Model**

We fitted a Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) model to the data using the AMOS program [Arbuckle, 2007]. Three correlated latent factors (Gf, Gc, and Gv) were defined by their respective measures, as described above. It must be noted that, in a previous report using the same sample [Colom et al., 2009], we fitted a similar model but including also a higher-order g factor. However, Gf was perfectly predicted by g (factor loading = 0.99), so they were not statistically distinguishable at the latent level. Moreover, these two models yield identical goodness-of-fit indices. Therefore, here we analyzed the correlated factors model.

Several fitting measures were considered for testing this reference model. First, the CMN/DF index because it corrects for the sensitivity of the $\chi^2$ statistic [Jöreskog, 1993]. Values are expected to be around 2.0 for revealing a
proper fit. Second, RMSEA is recommended because this index is sensitive to misspecification of the model. Values between 0 and 0.05 indicate good fit, values between 0.05 and 0.08 represent acceptable errors, and values greater than 0.10 are indicative of poor fit [Ackerman et al., 2002; Byrne, 1998; Jöreskog, 1993]. Finally, CFI is also reported; appropriate values for this index must be larger than 0.90 [Marsh and Balla, 1994].

From this model, latent scores were obtained using the imputation function of the AMOS program [Arbuckle, 2007]. These scores capture shared variance among the specific measures and, therefore, reflect fluid, crystallized, and spatial intelligence beyond the specific (and error) variance associated with each measure [Colom et al., 2013a; Miyake et al., 2000]. These latent scores were submitted to imaging analyses.

**MRI Acquisition**

MRIs were obtained at Ruber International Hospital, Madrid (Spain) with a 3 T scanner (GEHC Waukesha, WI, 3 T Excite HDX), eight-channels coil. Sequence was FSPGR with IR preparation pulse (TR 5.7 ms, TE 2.4 ms TI 750 ms, flip angle 12°). Sagittal acquisition with 0.8 mm thickness and full brain coverage (220 slices), with a matrix of 266 × 266 and FOV = 24 (isotropic voxels 0.7 cm³).

**Segmentation of Subcortical Structures and Statistical Analyses**

We applied the Bayesian Appearance Model [Patenaude et al., 2011], as implemented in FIRST which is part of the FSL package (FMRIB, Oxford), to automatically segment the caudate nucleus, the nucleus accumbens, the globus pallidus, the putamen, and the thalamus. FIRST takes into account probabilistic information about shape and intensity of the segmented structures. One advantage of this model over voxel-based morphometry alternatives is that it does not require tissue classification and arbitrary smoothing; instead, it is directly based on the geometry and location of the structure boundary and thus provides a robust estimation of anatomical boundaries and a higher sensitivity to regional variability. Based on manually
segmented training data, FIRST creates a surface mesh for each subcortical structure using a deformable mesh model, the number of vertices for each structure being invariant, thus allowing for vertex-wise comparisons among subjects.

Quality control was performed by an experienced researcher (M.B.) and 11 subjects were discarded because of poor segmentation of one or more structures. A total sample size of $N = 93$ was included in further steps.

Vertex coordinates were analyzed in MNI space, where the structural images were affinely registered and where structure models were generated. This allowed to minimize differences in pose and to provide relative deformation indices adjusted for total brain size. $F$ statistics were computed vertex-wise. Effects of age and gender were partialled out, and resulting $F$-maps were corrected for multiple comparisons (FDR $< 0.05$).

RESULTS

Before our brain imaging analyses, we tested whether the Confirmatory Factor Analysis for the cognitive measures yielded a good fit to the data. The model is shown in Figure 2, along with its respective indices of goodness of fit. Based on these indices, the fit of the model can be considered as excellent.

Next, we analyzed the correlations between local vertex displacement of each subcortical structure and the latent scores for fluid (Gf), spatial (Gv), and crystallized (Gc) intelligence, controlling for the effects of age and gender. We found significant associations (FDR $< 0.05$) for Gf and Gv, but not for Gc. Significant correlations were found in the right hemisphere only, for the accumbens, caudate, and putamen. In addition, significant results were also found for Gv in the right thalamus. On the other hand, the shape of the globus pallidus did not correlate with intelligence scores. There were no trends toward significant associations for left-sided structures, even at a lenient uncorrected threshold of $p < 0.05$. Furthermore, no significant results were found when the analyses were not adjusted for brain size. Figures 3 and 4 depict a general view of the significant associations between shape of subcortical structures, and Gf and Gv, respectively.

Although the spatial patterns of results were very similar for Gf and Gv, for fluid intelligence the most significant associations were located on the ventral half of the right caudate, whereas for spatial intelligence, regions of higher significance were displaced caudally and ventrally, being located primarily in the ventral pole of the caudate and adjoining regions of accumbens, central lateral, and ventral putamen, and posterior (mainly lateral) thalamus.

Next, inspection of the displacement vectors for each specific analysis allowed to observe in which way shape variability was associated with cognitive performance. For fluid intelligence (Fig. 5) and right putamen, we observed that participants scoring higher presented (1) anteromedial enlargement of the rostral area, (2) anterolateral displacement of the central lateral area, and (3) slight posterior enlargement of the caudal dorsal area. Regarding the right caudate nucleus, we found a significant lateral compression and posterosuperior displacement of the head of the caudate, located right at its boundary with the putamen. Finally, nucleus accumbens showed medial, superior, and anterior displacement of its lateral surface (i.e., at its boundary with the accumbens). Therefore, the general picture suggests that greater Gf scores are found in subjects showing relative anterior expansion of the putamen, that is accompanied by relative lateral “shrinking” of both caudate and accumbens.

Results for spatial intelligence (Fig. 6) clearly resembled those found for Gf, although in this case variations in the shape of the caudate nucleus were associated with Gv at the anterior pole of the caudate head only, as noted above. Accumbens and putamen, on the other hand, presented more significant displacements in their rostral and lateral-central surfaces, respectively. Again, better performance was related to local expansion of putamen at its boundary with caudate and accumbens, which are also compressed roughly along the same direction as the putamen displacements. Finally, Gv also correlated with the shape of the right thalamus, which showed medial compression of its lateral surface and, to a lesser extent,
of its medial surface, as well as caudal expansion of its posterior dorsal surface.

**DISCUSSION**

Previous studies have shown that basal ganglia are relevant for higher-order cognition [Abdullaev et al., 1998; Bellebaum et al., 2008; Landau et al., 2009; Maguire et al., 1998; McNab and Klingberg, 2008; Moffat et al., 2007; Monchi et al., 2004; Rieger et al., 2003; Vakil et al., 2004; Williams-Gray et al., 2007]. Whereas BG volumes have been inconsistently related to intelligence, here we demonstrate, for the first time, that individual differences in BG regional shape correlate with cognitive performance. Relevant associations with fluid (Gf) and spatial (Gv) intelligence were found for all the right striatum structures: caudate nucleus, putamen, and nucleus accumbens. Additionally, shape variability of the right thalamus also correlated significantly with spatial intelligence. On the other hand, highly culture-loaded tests (Gc) did not yield significant associations with BG shape. Gf comprises mainly abstract reasoning and rule extraction abilities, Gv involves manipulating representations of two-dimensional and three-dimensional objects in working memory, and Gc is composed of educational skills such as vocabulary knowledge and arithmetic. Therefore, this pattern of results suggests that striatal and thalamic morphology plays a role in dealing with novel, complex problems that are highly working memory demanding, but not when dealing with problems requiring previously acquired and stored knowledge. This is consistent with previous fMRI studies showing that ventral striatal activity is greatest early in a novel learning task, while it decreases as performance reaches its asymptote [Reiss et al., 2005; Seger et al., 2010].

**Figure 3.** Areas of the basal ganglia and thalamus where shape was significantly associated with fluid intelligence. Only results surviving FDR correction ($Q < 0.05$) are shown. Significant associations localize primarily in anteroventral areas of the right caudate, accumbens, and putamen. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

**Figure 4.** Areas of the basal ganglia and thalamus where shape was significantly associated with spatial intelligence. Only results surviving FDR correction ($Q < 0.05$) are shown. Significant associations localize primarily in anteroventral areas of the right caudate, accumbens, putamen, and thalamus. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
The functional differentiation of specific striatal areas for cognition has been suggested before, for instance distinguishing between ventral (learning) and dorsal (response execution) regions [Humphries and Prescott, 2010; MacDonald et al., 2011; Schlagenauf et al., 2013; Voorn et al., 2004; Wickens et al., 2007]. Here we report converging morphological evidence, given that we observed anteroventral, but virtually no caudal and dorsal areas of the basal ganglia, to be significantly relevant for cognitive performance. Results are thus consistent with our initial prediction, and also with previous research highlighting the role of the striatum in an associative working memory corticostriatal network [Dahlin et al., 2008; Martinez et al., 2003; Postuma and Dagher, 2006].

The cellular underpinnings of the observed individual differences in BG shape cannot be determined by the sMRI assessment used here, and might include greater dendritic or axonal arborizations, higher number of neurons, or greater vascularization [Erickson et al., 2010; Schubert et al., 2009]. It has also been suggested that individual differences in striatal volume may reflect, to some extent, variability in dopamine receptor density [Woodward et al., 2009]. Striatal dopamine plays the role of reducing inhibitory pallidal outflow to the thalamus, thus exciting the prefrontal cortex [Landau et al., 2009; Parent and Lavoie, 1993], and a direct correlation has been observed between striatal dopamine and working memory [Cools et al., 2008; Landau et al., 2009]. Therefore, it is possible that morphology of basal ganglia might have an impact on, or is the result of the dopaminergic regulation that the striatum exerts over the prefrontal cortex [Cohen et al., 2002; O’Reilly, 2006]. This possibility should be addressed in future research by concurrently acquiring sMRI and PET data.

Interestingly, strong differences in patterns of shape variations were observed between caudate, nucleus accumbens, and putamen. More specifically, anterior enlargement of the putamen was accompanied by shrinking of the nucleus accumbens and anteroventral caudate. This could be interpreted in light of the structural and functional connections between these areas and the cortex [Draganski et al., 2008; Koziol and Budding, 2009; Leh et al., 2007; Lehéricy et al., 2004a,b]. Expansion of central-rostral regions of the right putamen might suggest a higher development of a cortico-subcortical network involving DLPFC and other prefrontal areas that are known to be relevant for fluid intelligence and working memory [Draganski et al., 2008; Lehéricy et al., 2004a]. The slight caudal enlargement of the putamen observed here may be related to areas to which the posterior BG segment is functionally coupled, such as the inferior parietal cortex and the insular cortex [Helmich et al., 2010], regions that are also related to cognitive performance [Jung and Haier, 2007]. Finally, the relative contraction of nucleus accumbens and ventral caudate might involve a reduced number of output connections to the thalamus [Draganski et al., 2008], but also excitatory connections from OFC and prefrontal limbic regions, while leaving intact those caudal-rostral caudate areas that are connected to DLPFC [Lehéricy et al., 2004a]. Some researchers have reported a

Figure 5.
Displacement vectors maps for areas where shape is significantly associated with fluid intelligence. A. Lateral (left) and medial views of the displacement vectors are shown for the right caudate nucleus, nucleus accumbens, and putamen. B. Three-dimensional joint representation of relevant structures, illustrating the inter-structure coherence of surface displacements. Note how the anterior enlargement of the right putamen is accompanied by anterior shrinking of the caudate. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
negative association between caudate volumes and short-term memory span [Hokama et al., 1995], which is a key facet of working memory capacity and general intelligence [Colom et al., 2006a,b, 2007; Hornung et al., 2011; Krumm et al., 2009; Martinez et al., 2011]; however, our shape analyses were corrected for total brain volume and thus global linear volumetric effects were not captured. Therefore, our results do not necessarily imply a negative association between BG absolute size and cognitive performance. As an alternative explanation for the observed relative shrinking of the caudate/accumbens, it could be argued that it is a byproduct of the relative enlargement of the putamen and thus it may have no direct functional impact. Because they are neighboring structures, it is to be expected that shape variations in standard space take place simultaneously (and in opposite directions) at their boundary, given that the overall size of the subcortical structures is forced to remain roughly constant across subjects.

We found that thalamic morphology was exclusively related to visuospatial intelligence. Performance in spatial intelligence tasks was associated with superior enlargement of the medial dorsal thalamic surface, as well as with reduction of the posterior ventrolateral region. These results nicely fit with previous studies showing that the dorsal thalamus is a key structure for visuospatial processing [Sommer and Wurtz, 2006] and spatial working memory [Mills et al., 2012]. Johansen-Berg et al. [2005] summarized results of fMRI studies reporting thalamic activations, and showed that motor paradigms elicited activations in the ventral lateral nucleus, whereas tasks recruiting working memory were associated with patterns of activity localized in the mediodorsal nucleus. Therefore, the relative enlargement of the thalamic mediodorsal nucleus found here might involve an enhanced spatial working memory system, perhaps to the detriment of motor resources. Evidence from thalamic connectivity studies supports the notion that the ventral lateral nucleus is structurally linked to premotor and motor areas [Draganski et al., 2008], whereas the medial dorsal nucleus is likely connected to the parietal and occipital cortices [Johansen-Berg et al., 2005], that are also relevant for spatial intelligence [Jordan et al., 2002], visual short-term memory [Todd and Marois, 2004], and spatial working memory [McNab and Klingberg, 2008].

**Figure 6.** Displacement vectors maps for areas where shape is significantly associated with spatial intelligence. **A.** Lateral (left) and medial views of the displacement vectors are shown for the right caudate nucleus, nucleus accumbens, thalamus, and putamen. **B.** Three-dimensional joint representation of relevant structures, illustrating the inter-structure coherence of surface displacements. Similarly to the pattern found for fluid intelligence (see Fig. 5), the anterior enlargement of the right putamen is accompanied by anterior shrinking of the caudate. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Unexpectedly, shape analysis of the globus pallidus did not yield significant associations with intelligence, even though pallidal activity is related to working memory capacity [McNab and Klingberg, 2008; Mills et al., 2012]. Of course, it is possible that morphology of the globus pallidus is not related to its functional activity. On the other hand, the morphological technique applied here does not differentiate between internal and external globus pallidus, and this could perhaps obscure anatomical variability that is relevant for cognitive abilities. Future research should aim at replicating this finding while increasing the level of anatomical precision.

It is worth noting that we detected significant results for the right BG only, whereas previous fMRI research usually reveals bilateral recruitment of basal ganglia activity [Coul and Nobre, 2008; Ortiz-Siordia et al., 2008]. However, in PET studies highlighting the role of left striatal dopamine in working memory, it has been argued that the verbal nature of the administered tasks could explain left-lateralized results [Cools et al., 2008]. In our study, GF is measured by tests with a high visuospatial load such as Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices Test [Abad et al., 2004; Ackerman et al., 2002; Colom et al., 2004], whereas Gv evidently pertains to the spatial domain. Therefore, the spatial load of the tests used here could account for our findings, given that visuospatial cognitive abilities are more likely to be associated with the right hemisphere [Jordan et al., 2002; Mottaghy, 2006; Suchan, 2008].

A final comment must be made regarding the limitations of the shape analysis applied in this study. While the Bayesian Appearance Model [Patenaude et al., 2011] allows for fine-grained regional analysis of subcortical morphology, linking local shape variations with functional segments of the basal ganglia is not straightforward. This is evident when trying to interpret the results in light of the corticostriatal connectivity patterns reported by other authors [e.g., Draganski et al., 2008]. In order to better understand the functional roles of the BG areas found here, future morphometric analyses might benefit from connectivity-based segmentation of the analyzed structures. This would allow for more precise interpretations of the results, and it would also be possible to make inferences based on the integrity of the structural corticostriatal connections.

CONCLUSION

In this study we provide novel evidence demonstrating that local morphology of the right basal ganglia and right thalamus is associated with fluid and spatial but not with crystallized intelligence. This suggests that striatal and thalamic morphology plays a role in dealing with novel, abstract problems that are highly working memory demanding, but not when dealing with problems requiring manipulation of previously acquired knowledge.
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